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May 2019 Tarot Spread 
Trust yourself. 

Now, all the efforts that you put to improving your 
life are beginning to show results. Projects, business 
and career are moving forward. 
This is no time to rush. The best asset that you have 
to succeed now is your intuition. It will reveal what is 
hidden, and it will suggest new solutions.  
The time that you will be spending with yourself, 
meditating, listening your inner voice will manifesting 
in prosperity. Contemplating the high aspects of 
yourself will make you aware of the temptation of 
indulging in the pursuits of frivolities. Also you will 
recognize the consequences of compromising your 
integrity, and you will grasping the value to accept 
responsibilities for your actions.  
You will be discovering and learning that you are 
capable of juggling several things in your life, making 
your life richer. 

Mystra Light 
Newsletter May 2019  A month of self searching 

and awareness 

All the self searching and awareness will open the path to connect and work with people 
with good intentions, common goals, integrity, cooperation and reciprocal trust, bringing 
growth and joy in your life. You will be attracting people that may become significant in 

your personal life. 

https://www.mystralight.com/tarot-forecast
https://www.mystralight.com/tarot-forecast
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To guide you to align with your higher self my meditation DVDs are available in English and Spanish. 
Meditation DVD The Four Elements DVD de Meditación Los Cuatro Elementos 

May 2019 discounts “A month of self discovery” 

A reading to give you guidance, clarity, understanding, confirmation of your hunches and intuition, a 
vision of the different outcomes according to the choices that you are considering, and much more.  

$5.00 discount on one reading during this month. 

$5.00 discounts for people who refer my service and for the first reading of the new person, or a free 
30 minutes reading per 5 referrals. 

Happy Birthday for all of you born during this month! Get your birthday bonus of $10.00 dollars off 
for a ½ hour reading or upgrading it to 40 minutes, simply mention your birthday when you book 
the appointment. You can choose among a regular reading, your new year astrological houses 
spread, or the month by month progress spread. 

The recommendation for a month of self discovery:  

The Past Lives and Whole Life integration spread, for a deep understanding of what is influencing 
your life right now to help you move on to a higher level of success in your life. 

Call for an appointment a e-mail: contactmystralight@gmail.com 
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Your help, guide and inspiration: Laiste, Moon's daughter 
Light cast in shadows. Spiritual guidance. Illumination. Riddles. 
Laiste spoke the language of symbols, spoken by artists and poets, a language 
that gives us the keys to the deep levels of our own psychic abilities. 
You may be finding that apparently random events and ideas are falling into a 
pattern and beginning to make sense to you. Things may be flowing more easily, 
and decisions and choices may be bringing an unusual high degree of success. 
Laiste also brings psychic dreams, hunches, intuition fore lighting the future and 
illumining the present. Psychic abilities are becoming clearer.  

You are invited to the artists reception of BAA Spring Art Show, May 11, 5-7pm at Geo Gallery, at 1545 W. Victory Blvd, 
Glendale, between Sonora and Western. My painting, The Persistence of Life, will be at the exhibition until May 30, 2019. 

Have an illuminating, joyful, and productive month!,Veronica 

To you, my latest poem, The Perseverance of Life 

Opening my eyes 
I can see tiny flowers  
rising to life  
like new born babies  
oblivious to any thing else  
but delighting themselves  
into the morning breeze.   

Opening my eyes again 
a burst or daisies  
are making their entrance  
through the ground 
pushing the dry leaves aside 
giving themselves outrageously 
to the warm charming sun. 

I open my eyes, again  
and say, why not? 
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